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THREE-DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DENSE BODIES IN CONTRACTED 
AND RELAXED MESENTERIC ARTERY SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS 
Linda J . McGuffee* and Sally A. Little 
Department of Pharmacology, School of Medicine, 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-5316, USA 
(Received for publication February 24, 1992, and in revised form June 10, 1992) 
We have previously shown that dense bodies are not the 
static planar simple ovoidal structures they appear to be in 
thin sections . In this report, we present three-dimensional 
reconstructions from consecutive serial thin sections through 
shortened and non-shortened large mesenteric artery cells. 
Profiles of the cell surface, membrane dense bodies, and 
cytoplasmic dense bodies were reconstructed from 
consecutive thin sections and the distribution, size, shape, 
and spatial relationships among these components was 
examined. Within the cell, membrane dense bodies are 
numerous and occupy approximately 10% of the cell volume . 
Membrane dense bodies can attach to the cell surface 
laterally , obliquely or normally . An individual membrane 
dense body can be continuous over more than 2 µm of cell 
depth and can change shape throughout its depth. On cell 
shortening, many membrane dense bodies assume a crenated 
shape . Compared to membrane dense bodies , cytoplasmic 
dense bodies are smaller in all dimensions and occupy about 
2% of the cell volume . In shortened cells, cytoplasmic dense 
bodies appear to cluster into groups. This redistribution of 
cytoplasmic dense bodies may be related to the 
reorganization of contractile units when the cell shortens . 
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When viewed with the transmission electron microscope 
(TEM), electron dense regions termed dense bodies are 
prominent within smooth muscle cells . Current evidence 
strongly suggests that dense bodies act to organize 
contractile and cytoskeleton elements and are involved in 
force transmission across the cell surface (Bagby 1990 ; 
1986 ; Burridge et al., 1988; Kargacin et al., 1989) . Force 
produced by the myofilaments is transmitted to the plasma 
membrane and through it to extracellular materials or to 
other cells at the subplasmalemmal or membrane associated 
dense bodies (MDBs) (Bagby, 1983), also called dense bands 
(Gabella, 1981). A second type of dense body, the 
cytoplasmic dense body, (CDB) is located in the cytoplasm, 
unassociated with the plasmalemma (Bond and Somlyo , 
1982). Both types of dense body are composed of electron-
dense , partially fibrous and partially amorphous material that 
stains darkly in some types of TEM preparations (Bagby, 
1986) . To date, neither MDBs nor CDBs have been isolated 
and characterized biochemically . 
lmmunostaining shows that the protein alpha -ac tinin is 
present in both MDBs and CDBs . Vinculin and talin have 
been identified in MDBs and filamin and desmin in CDBs 
(Bagby, 1990 ; Burridge et al., 1988) . MDBs may form a 
mechanical link between the contractile proteins and the 
elastic components of the extracellular matrix (Burridge 
et al. , 1988 ; Davis and Shivers , 1987 ; Gabella , 1981) . They 
may be equivalent to the internal lamina at the muscle-
tendon junction of striated muscle where actin filaments 
from the last sarcomere extend to the plasma membrane 
(Trotter et al., 1983) . CDBs may be analogous to Z lines in 
striated muscle since actin filaments insert into them (Bond 
and Somlyo, 1982; Davis and Shivers , 1987; Gabella, 1984; 
Tsukita et al. , 1983) . The 3- dimensional (3-D) structure of 
dense bodies was recently studied in the rabbit renal artery 
(McGuffee et al., 1991a). That study showed that dense 
bodies are not the planar ovoidal structures they appear to be 
in thin section . 
The present study examines the effect of cell shortening 
on dense body size, shape, and organization . We have 
produced 3-D computer reconstructions from consecutive 
thin sections of large mesenteric artery cells in situ . We 
chose an in situ preparation so that contacts with the 
extracellular matrix are maintained . These contacts are 
essential in maintaining the shape and orientation of cells 
relative to other cells and to fibrous components of the 
matrix (Burridge et al., 1988). 
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Materials and Methods 
Perfusion fixation 
Six male 27 week old Wistar Kyoto rats (Harlan Sprague 
Dawley, Inc .) were kept in single cages in air conditioned 
quarters under a light/dark cycle of 12/12 hours and fed 
standard pellet food ad libitum. Rats were anesthetized with 
sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg) delivered by intraperitoneal 
injection. The mesenteric arteries were perfused according 
to the procedure of Lee et al. (1985). Briefly, a perfusion 
inflow cannula was inserted into the abdominal aorta below 
the renal arteries and positioned just below the junction of 
the aorta with the superior mesenteric artery . A cannula to 
record the perfusion pressure was inserted into the aorta just 
above the diaphragm and positioned just above the junction 
of the aorta with the mesenteric artery. Perfusion pressures 
were recorded on a Grass polygraph model 7 A. A perfusion 
flow rate of 1 ml/min per 100g body weight was maintained 
throughout the experiment. Krebs buffer A (in mmole per 
liter : 116.5 NaCl, 5.4 KCI, 0.9 MgSO 4, 1.2 NaH2PO 4, 25 
NaHCO 3, 58. 7 glucose, and 2.25 CaCl2, pH 7.4 at 37°C, 330 
mOsm) was perfused for 15-20 min to stabi lize pressure. 
The mesentery was perfused with either buffer A plus 
sodium nitroprusside (0.1 mM) or high potassium buffer B 
(in mmole per liter: 41.9 NaCl, 80 KCI, 0.9 MgSO 4, 1.2 
NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 58.7 glucose, and 2.25 CaCl2, pH 7.4 
at 37°C, 325 mOsm). After 5 min exposure to either high 
potassium to induce contraction, or nitroprusside to produce 
relaxation of the arteries, 2% glutaraldehyde in either 
Na3PO4 relaxation buffer C (in mole per liter : 30 Na3PO4, 70 
NaCl, 5 KCI, and sucrose to attain 400 mOsm, pH 7.4 at 
37°C) plus 0 .1 mM sodium nitroprusside, or KJPO4 
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Figure 1. Stereo pairs of 
computer aided recons-
tructions of the cell 
profile in 10 transparent, 
consecutive planes. 
Stereo pairs in 1a and b 
are of ends of relaxed and 
contracted cells, respec-
tively. Through the 1µ.m 
of cell depth shown in 
Figure 1a, no close 
contacts were seen 
between this relaxed cell 
and cells to either side. 
On the other hand, 
through a comparable 
depth shown in the 
contracted cell in Figure 
1 b, five different close 
cell-cell contacts were 
observed. One of these 
reg ions of close contacts 
is shown in Figure 4. 
contraction buffer D (in mmole per liter: 30 KJPO4 , 25 NaCl, 
50 KCI, and sucrose to attain 400 mOsm, pH 7.4 at 37°C) 
was perfused for 30 min. Arteries were rinsed with buffer C 
containing 0.1 mM sodium nitroprusside or buffer D for 
5 min. Arteries were stained with 0.05% methylene blue in 
either buffer C containing 0.1 mM sodium nitroprusside or 
buffer D for 3 min to facilitate their removal and dissection. 
Tissue isolation and embedding 
The mesenteric vasculature was removed from the rat, 
placed in a large Petri dish containing the appropriate buffer 
(C or D) and cleaned of connective tissue. Three, 8-12 mm 
long segments of the first branch of artery from the superior 
mesenteric artery (designated large mesenteric artery) were 
removed from each animal (Lee et al., 1983) . The average 
lumen diameter of relaxed vessels was 216 µ.m and of 
contracted vessels was 150 µ.m. Segments were cut into 
fourths giving a total of 12, 2-3 mm long rings of tissue. 
Rings continued fixing in 2% glutaraldehyde, containing 
2% tannic acid to enhance tissue contrast, in the appropriate 
buffer (C or D) on a rotator for 60 min at room temperature. 
This was followed by a 30 min wash in the same solution 
without tannic acid and overnight fixation in 2% 
glutaraldehyde in either buffer C or D at room temperature 
on a rotator. After rinsing in buffer C or D for 2 hr, the 
tissues were post-fixed in 1 % osmium tetroxide for 90 min, 
stained en bloc with 0 .5% aqueous uranyl acetate for 60 min, 
dehydrated in a graded series of ethanols, and embedded in 
Spurr's resin. 
Serial sectioning 
Several series of 10 to 40 consecutive thin (approximately 
100 nm thick) sections were cut on a Reichert Ultracut 
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Figure 2. Stereo pairs of 
computer aided recon-
structions of MDBs in 
ends of relaxed (2a) and 
contracted (b) cells . Nine 
consecutive planes are 
shown in (a) and 10 
planes in (b). 
E ultramicrotome and placed onto formvar coated single slot 
(2 X 1 mm) grids . The chance of breaking the ultrathin 
formvar film while handling the grids was minimized by 
immersing the grids in distilled water prior to mount ing 
sections on them . We found that formvar films treated in 
this manner were much less likely to break when exposed to 
water in the knife boat . Sections were stained with uranyl 
acetate and lead citrate by affixing 10 grids to a grid stick 
(Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA 96049), placing the stick in a 
10 X 75 mm test tube, and filling the tube with stain . After 
staining, grid sticks were rinsed in distilled water . 
Data collection and analysis 
Sections were examined in an Hitachi 600-3 TEM as 
previously described (McGuffee et al. , 1991a ,b) . Cells 
located in the media were selected and photographed at 
6,000x. Negatives were printed at a final magnification of 
15,000x and a montage was made from the prints . 
Sequential sections were examined and photographs were 
taken from every section over the series providing us with 
consecutive planes through the cell. 
The same cell was identified in adjacent sections by 
comparing the live image on the TEM with the digitized 
image stored through a TEM video link to a parallel image 
processor with 1024x1024 resolution and implemental image 
enhancement routines (MegaVision, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA 
93106.) The two images were aligned using X, Y, and 
angular specimen movement . 
3-D images were reconstructed using the IBM PC based 
system developed by Kinnamon and Young (Young et al., 
1987). From each plane, the contour of the cell was traced 
onto a Summagraphics MM1201 digitizing tablet, entered 
into an IBM-compatible 386 microcomputer, and stored as 
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object type 1. Contours of the membrane dense bodies , 
cytoplasmic dense bodies, and in some cells the nucleus were 
likewise traced and stored as object types 2, 3, and 4 
respectively. 
Small cylindr ical objects such as surface ves icles or cross 
sectioned collagen, that were present in consecutive planes, 
were selected as fiducial points . A minimum of three 
fiducials occurring on two adjacent planes were selected and 
digitized . The software uses these fiducials to align the 
reconstructed planes for viewing . Next, the planes were 
aligned and reconstructed and the reconstruction viewed on 
the monitor . The size of the reconstruction , viewing angle , 
section spacing , object color and other parameters could be 
varied . In addition , the contours of each object type could 
be viewed individually and in any combination . 
A few routines in the Kinnamon and Young software 
package were adapted to run on the MegaVision hardware . 
This allowed us access to the 1024x1024 resolution of the 
MegaVision system to photograph the cell . Stereo pairs 
were made by tilting a reconstruction + 15 degrees on the 
Y axis . In Figures 1-3, images are mounted for viewing with 
a 2.25x stereoscope viewer (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA 
96049) . In other analyses, we used the Megavision hardware 
and software to produce aligned grey scale images of 
portions of the cell. Gray scale images were digitized from 
TEM negatives using a high resolution camera . Images were 
enhanced, sharpened, aligned, and displayed on the monitor 
in grey scale. In this manner, computer aligned grey scale 
images could be displayed and multiple sections studied at 
one time . 
Morphometric measurements comparing dense body 
fractional volume in relaxed and contracted tissue were 
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collected using standard point counting morphometry 
(Weibel and Bolender , 1973). Six pictures from each of 
three randomly chosen blocks from each of three animals 
were analyzed for each treatment . The resulting data was 
analyzed using the SAS/STAT PC statistical program (SAS 
Institute , 1988) . 
Results 
The cells reconstructed in this study were from the first 
branch of superior mesenteric arteries. The media of this 
artery, the large mesenteric artery, is 3- 5 cells thick and 
bounded by a continuous internal elastic lamina and a 
discontinuous external elastic lamina. There are no medial 
elastic lamellae . Cells are arranged circumferentially around 
the lumen . In general, cells are elongated with tapered ends . 
Individual cells are surrounded by a basement membrane 
except as indicated below . 
Cell surfaces and dense bodies in nitroprusside relaxed 
and high potassium contracted tissues were reconstructed 
from serial sections . Cells in tissues exposed to 
nitroprusside were more elongated and narrower than high 
potassium treated cells, which were wider and shorter. We 
attribute this relative change in dimensions to cell shortening 
induced by high potassium . To analyze the 3-D data, the 
most useful information was obtained from viewing stereo 
pairs of serial reconstructions . Figures 1-3 show stereo 
pairs of computer generated reconstructions of portions of 
cells from relaxed and contracted large mesenteric arteries. 
In all stereo pairs , one is looking through consecutive 
longitudinal transparent sections . Because of the amount of 
information contained in consecutive reconstructed planes, 
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Figure 3. Stereo pairs of 
computer aided recon-
structions of cell profile 
and CDBs in ends of 
relaxed (3a) and con-
tracted (b) cells . Ten 
consecutive planes are 
shown in (a) and 8 planes 
in (b) . 
we have limited the numb er of planes shown in any figure to 
a maximum of 10 . We have further simplified the viewing of 
the reconstructions by not showing the cell profile, MDBs , 
and CDBs together in any figure. 
When viewed in stereo , the surface of relaxed cells is 
relatively smooth compared to the surface of contracted cells 
(Fig . 1). Surface evaginations are more numerous in 
contracted cells giving the surface a crenated appearance. 
This apparent difference between relaxed and shortened cells 
could be due to the fact that there is more plasma membrane 
in the field of view in shortened cells . Cell processes vary 
considerably in width and length and may extend for 
considerable depth . Electron dense matrix material, 
continuous with basement membrane, is present between 
cells in all but the closest of contacts (Fig . 4a) . Cytoplasmic 
material including filaments underlie all close contacts . 
Dense bodies may or may not underlie close contacts . 
Cellular processes that do not make close contact with 
other cells are also observed . These processes are quite 
large, contain cytoplasmic filaments, dense bodies, surface 
vesicles, and even mitochondria . Cells with these "aneurysm 
like" processes are present in contracted tissue (Fig. 5), and 
occasionally are seen in relaxed tissue (not shown). 
Close contacts between cell surface and elastin entities 
are more frequent in shortened than in relaxed cells. As 
shown in Figure 4 d-i, an elastin entity contacts the cell 
without intervening basement membrane through several 
planes. As stated above, since there is more plasma 
membrane in the field of view in contracted tissue this may 
explain the apparent difference between contracted and 
relaxed cells . Cytoplasmic specializations underlying these 
elastin contacts are not always seen . In some, but not all 
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Figure 4. Nine consecutive aligned grey level images in mid 
region of neighboring contracted cells. Surface of both cells 
are crenated and close cell-cell contacts are shown. 
Basement membrane surrounds cells except where 
neighboring cell processes (arrow) come into very close 
contact (4a) or when there are close elastin - cell contacts 
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(arrow) (4e) . An MOB assumes a crenated shape in one 
plane (4f) (arrowhead). While most MDBs attach laterally to 
the cell surface, an oblique attachment is shown in (4b) . 
Note also appearance and disappearance of MDBs and CDBs 
and changes in cell shape from (a) through (i). Bar 1 
µm . 
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regions of contact, an MDB is present on the cytoplasmic 
side . 
MDBs and CDBs are present in all planes of relaxed and 
contracted cells. In any given plane , 13-38 MDB and 
4-29 CDB profiles were digitized . To describe the 
orientation and dimensions of dense bodies, we have 
designated dense body length or the X axis as the dimension 
parallel to the long axis of the cell in the plane of the 
micrograph, width or the Y axis as parallel to the short axis 
of the cell , and depth or the Z axis parallel to the depth of 
the cell (McGuffee et al. , 1991a). In general, both types of 
dense bodies are aligned with the long axis of the cell. On 
average, 24 MDB and 14 CDB profiles per plane are present 
in the reconstructed portion of the relaxed cell and 20 MDB 
and 16 CDB profiles per plane in the contracted cell shown 
in Figure 2. 
In contracted cells , MDBs appear larger in all dimensions 
compared to relaxed cells (Fig . 2) . The percent volume 
occupied by the dense bodies in relaxed and contracted cells 
was determined . MDBs occupy an average of 9.5% , 8.0-
11 .1 % (mean and 95% confidence limit) of the relaxed cells 
and 6 .5%, 5.0-8 .0% (mean and 95% confidence limit) in 
contracted cells . Although these values are significantly 
different (p<0 .05), the physiological significance, if any, of 
this finding is unclear . Some MDB profiles overlap through 
only a few planes, but many overlap through 20 or more 
planes (2 mm of cell depth}. Since the planes are 
reconstructed from consecutive sections, this overlap 
indicates that the dense body is continuous . Individual 
MDBs vary in width, length, and depth . A MDB may appear 
flattened and firmly attached to the cell surface in one 
section and have a prominent cytoplasmic tail in an adjacent 
section. MDBs with cytoplasmic tails are seen in contracted 
(Fig . 6a) and relaxed cells (not shown) . Most , but not all, 
MDBs attach laterally (parallel} to the cell surface . MDBs 
may also attach obliquely or at a sharp angle to the cell 
surface (Figs . 4b,h and 6b) . MDB attachments at sharp 
angles to the plasma membrane are more prominent towards 
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Figure 5. Longitudinal section through cells within the 
media of a contracted large mesenteric artery . Note 
extensive "aneurysm like" process in one cell (arrowhead). 
Discontinuous external elastic lamina is shown at top of 
figure. Bar = 1 µm . 
the ends of cells . In contracted cells, some MDBs take on a 
crenated shape (Fig . 6a). Another example of this is shown 
in Figure 4f. Other MDBs in contracted cells are 
indistinguishable in shape from those in relaxed cells . 
CDBs occupy 1.7%, 1.1 - 2.4% (mean and 95% 
confidence limit) of relaxed cells and 1.9%, 1.3-2.5% (mean 
and 95% confidence limit) in contracted cells . CDB profiles 
in relaxed cells are on average smaller in the Y and 
Z dimensions than MDBs in the same cell (Fig. 3) . The long 
axis of most CDB profiles are roughly aligned with the X axis 
of the relaxed cell. A CDB can have an elongated profile in 
one plane and a different shape in an adjacent plane . There 
is no apparent ordering of CDBs in the Y direction in relaxed 
cells . We observed individual CDBs that extended through 
up to three planes in the Z dimension. Occasionally CDBs in 
adjacent planes may line-up like beads on an invisible string 
in the X dimension (Fig . 3). A string may approach the cell 
surface at an oblique angle but most CDBs do not line up in 
strings . 
In relaxed cells CDBs appear dispersed throughout the 
cytoplasm (Fig. 3). In the contracted cells, CDBs are not 
evenly dispersed . This change in location of CDBs is, at 
least in part, the result of cell shortening . In the contracted 
cell shown in Figure 3b, shortening brings part of the 
nucleus into the field of view. Surrounding the nuclear 
profiles are mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum (not 
shown). Because these organelles occupy space in the 
reconstruction of the shortened cell but not the relaxed cell, 
the distribution of CDBs is more restricted in shortened 
cells . 
CDB profiles are not more numerous in contracted cells 
nor do they occupy more cell volume . CDBs in shortened 
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cells are less crenated than MDBs. The long axis of most 
CDB profiles are roughly aligned with the X axis of the cell 
although a CDB can take on different shapes in adjacent 
planes . In both relaxed and contracted cells, we examined 
CDBs close to the cell surface to determine whether they 
attached to the surface at some point in their Z dimension . 
A similar assessment of MDBs was made to determine if 
they detached from the surface and became CDBs in 
subsequent sections . We found no convincing evidence of 
MDB and CDB merging or diverging. 
Discussion 
When cells within the wall of muscular arteries such as 
the large mesenteric artery actively shorten, they also widen, 
and the cell surface becomes crenated. This change in shape 
is thought to result from the relative movement of actin and 
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Figure 6. Longitudinal section through contracted cells . In 
(6a), note crenated MDBs present in lower cell. One of 
these MDBs also has a cytoplasmic tail (arrow). In (6b) 
MDBs are attached to the cell surface at oblique and right 
angles (arrow) . Bar = 1 µ,m. 
myosin filaments within the cell. Since actin filaments are 
anchored to the cell surface at dense bodies, force produced 
by the actomyosin interaction pulls the surface inward at 
MDBs relative to non-MDB regions. This gives the cell a 
ruffled or crenated appearance . Examination of serial 
sections of contracted cells shows that many MDBs mirror 
this change in shape . In general, MDBs change from an 
elongated, flattened shape in relaxed cells to a more crenated 
shape in shortened cells . However, cell shortening does not 
cause all MDBs to become crenated nor does it cause all of 
the cell surface to become crenated . 
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MDBs in the large mesenteric artery can be flattened 
against the cell surface at one end while the other end 
terminates in the cytoplasm . MDBs with cytoplasmic tails 
are present in relaxed and contracted cells. MDBs with 
cytoplasmic tails were not seen in our previous TEM study of 
rabbit renal artery cells (McGuffee et al. , 1991a) . We were 
curious as to whether these cytoplasmic taifs in large 
mesenteric artery cells were actually CDBs that had merged 
with MDBs . This would suggest continuity between MOB 
and COB. Upon inspection of consecutive aligned serial 
sections , we found no convincing evidence of continuity 
between MOB and COB in the Z dimension . Thus, our data 
show that MOB and COB are distinct structural entities . 
In a previous paper (McGuffee et al. , 1991a). we 
suggested that MDBs may branch and merge forming a 
continuous network along the membrane surface . Since that 
study utilized alternating serial section , we were unable to 
examine this possibility . Our current results , using 
consecutive serial sections, do not show that MDBs form a 
continuous network along the cell surface . In our study of 
the rabbit renal artery, we observed that along the sides of 
the cell , MDBs attach laterally to the eel! surface but towards 
the ends of the cell the attachments can be lateral, oblique, 
or at a sharp angle to the cell surface . Similar observations 
have been made by Gabella in gut muscle (1981) . In the 
present study, sharp angle attachments are commonly seen 
at the ends of both relaxed and contracted cells. Thus, this 
feature is not correlated with contraction nor is it unique to 
this tissue . Different types of attachment sites may have 
important implications for our understanding of the 
mechanism of force transmission from MOB to the 
extracellular matrix . 
The organization of MDBs along the cell surface has 
been studied by Small and co-workers using 
immunostaining with vinculin and talin antibodies . They 
show two distinct , tissue specific types of MOB 
organization . Chicken gizzard smooth muscle cells have a 
fluorescent pattern of staining suggesting MDBs arranged in 
discontinuous strips forming circular collars around the cells . 
Chicken circular muscle of the gut, abdominal aorta , and gall 
bladder smooth muscle cells have a longitudinal rib- like 
staining pattern that runs the length of the cell suggesting 
continuity of MDBs in the X dimension . Our 3- D 
reconstructions of serial TEM sections show continuity of 
some MDBs for up to 2 mm in the Z dimension . Other 
MDBs extend through multiple sections but we did not find 
evidence of a continuous network of MDBs in the 
X dimension . Given the difference in technique , angle of 
viewing , resolution , and species differences, our findings 
cannot be directly compared to those of Small and co-
workers . We suggest that the longitudinal ribs they describe 
result from fluorescent signals of varying intensity roughly 
aligned with the long axis of the cell . Our data shows that 
this signal is not the result of continuous MDBs arrang ed in 
longitudinal rows . These results reinforce the need for both 
light and electron microscopy studies before meaningful 
models of contract ion can be produced . 
CDBs are significantly smaller in all dimensions and 
fewer in number than MDBs. The fractional volume of 
CDBs does not change on contraction . The average number 
of COB profiles per reconstructed plane was similar in 
relaxed and contracted tissue, but compared to the rabbit 
renal artery, there were fewer COB profiles per plane in the 
large mesenteric artery . 3-D reconstruction of serial 
sections shows that CDBs can be ovoid, as reported for the 
portal vein (Bond and Somlyo, 1982). and elongated, circular, 
and wedge shaped as well . This confirms our earlier 
observation that dense bodies cannot be described by simple 
geometric shapes such as oblate or prolate ellipsoids 
(McGuffee et al. , 1991a) . In relaxed cells , CDBs are roughly 
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oriented with the cell's X axis. Similar observations have 
been made in other cell types (McGuffee et al., 1991a ; Bond 
and Somlyo, 1982 ; Fay et al., 1983) . In contracted cells, 
COB orientation is less obvious . Investigators have 
suggested that strings of CDBs, presumably linked by actin 
filaments , are contractile units (Bond and Somlyo , 1982 ; Fay 
et al., 1983). In the large mesenteric artery, our results show 
that COB strings are occasionally seen but that most CDBs 
are not aligned in strings . Thus , the basic contractile unit in 
large mesenteric artery cells does not appear to be orderly 
strings of COB but a more complex configurations of CDBs . 
CDBs do not become as crenated as MDBs in shortened 
cells . If actin filaments insert into a COB in only one 
dimension, as in MDBs, significant deformation of the COB 
would occur in contracted cells . This was not observed . The 
lack of COB deformation is consistent with previous studies 
showing that actin filaments insert into CDBs in two 
dimensions (Bond and Somlyo , 1982 ; Tsukita et al. , 1983) . 
Kargacin et al. (1989) examined the organization of 
dense bodies in isolated , skinned cells from Bufo marinus 
using light microscopic techniques . Thei r results suggest 
that groups of dense bodies may be structurally linked sinc e 
some CDBs appear to move as a unit during contraction . 
TEM 3-D reconstruction shows that groups of CDBs cluster 
together in contracted large mesenteric artery cells . One 
should not over interpret this change in CDB configuration, 
however, since clustering may in part result from the 
nucleus , mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum moving 
into the field of view in the shorter, contracted cells . Since 
these organelles now occupy space in the reconstruction 
(Fig . 3). CDBs can no longer evenly distribute in this region 
of the cell . Further studies will be needed to determine 
whether clustering of CDBs in contracted cells can be used 
to identify contractile units within the cell. 
In addition to the crenated cell processes common in 
contracted cells, processes that we have termed 11aneurysms 11 
were also seen. Although we did not attempt to quantify our 
findings, it is our impression that cells with aneurysms were 
more common in contracted tissues . In our SEM study of 
digested superior mesenteric arteries (Walker- Caprioglio 
et al. , 1991) , cells which forked at one or both ends were 
seen . In small mesenter ic arteries , forked cells were not 
observed. Since the large mesenteric artery is located 
between the superior and small mesenteric arteries, cells in 
this transition artery may have morphological characteristics 
typical of either superior or small arteries . Hence , some cells 
may be forked while others are not . As previously 
suggested, differences in cell shape may reflect differences 
in composition of the matrix surrounding the cells . For 
example, the elastic content of the mesenteric vasculature 
decreases significantly from the superior to the small 
mesenteric artery (Walker-Caprioglio et al. , 1991 , 1992) . 
Clearly, the res ults of the present investigation provided 
new data on cell shape and dense body size , sh ape, and 
distribution as a function of cell shortening . Moreover, these 
results provide structural evidence showing that MDBs and 
CDBs are different entities , with MDBs comparable to the 
internal lamina and CDBs comparable to Z lines in skeletal 
muscle . 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
R. M. Bagby : From studying the 3-D reconstructions 
I would come to slightly different conclusions than those 
stated in the paper . You state that orientation of CDBs in 
contracted cells is less obvious than in relaxed cells, but the 
CDBs in the right side of the contracted cell in Figure 3b 
seem to have quite a pronounced orientation from 11 to 5 
o'clock . This side of the cell also has much more crenation 
of the cell surface than does the left side where CDBs seem 
not to have any particular orientation. It seems that the right 
side of the cell is more strongly contracted than the left. 
Have you taken into account the effect of local differences in 
contraction leading to local differences in orientation of 
CDBs? 
Author : Within the vessel wall, the right side of this cell is 
closest to the vessel lumen and the left to the adventitia . 
However, more surface ruffling on the luminal side of the cell 
is not a consistent finding . Other cells and this cell in other 
sections may be more ruffled on the adventitial side or show 
approximately equal ruffling on both sides . Thus, there is no 
readily apparent pattern of local differences in contraction 
within the cells . 
Robert M.K.W. Lee: You have noted that in contracted 
cells, close cell- cell contacts were observed . What kind of 
cell junctions are they? 
Author : This is a difficult question to answer. The regions 
of cell-cell contact do not have the textbook appearance of 
tight junctions , desmosomes or gap junctions . Instead , they 
appear to be distinct focal contacts between the cells that 
form when the surfaces of two cells come into close 
apposition . Clearly, these focal contacts must be transient 
since when the cells relax, their surfaces move further apart . 
Additional studies of higher magnification images of these 
regions would be required to identify these regions as focal 
junctions . 
Robert M.K.W. Lee: The estimation of the percent volume 
occupied by the dense bodies is based on the volume of the 
dense bodies in relation to the measured volume of the cells . 
When a comparison is made between relaxed and contracted 
cells, this type of measurement may be affected when there 
is a change in cell volume when cells contract . Do you have 
any evidence that a change in cell volume occurs when 
vascular smooth muscle cells contract? 
Author : No, we have no evidence that there is a change in 
cell volume during contraction. 
